“Success in any branch is to be interested in it “

William Osler

Dear readers,
Greetings!
Welcome to third issue of IJOGR ...and world of academics....!

Indian journal of obstetrics and gynecological research is an attempt to give pen to researchers, academicians, and residents to give words to their thoughts....

We have tried to accommodate from research article to case study - a whole bunch of bouquet.

Here in this issue we have …
Research article on drugs like Ovaryl, Ovoutoline, FCM; study on SUI; ectopic pregnancy; blood products; study on fetal suicide ....

Research article on PCOS… a common factor for infertility in women in reproductive age… evaluation of clinical efficacy and safety of ovaryl tablets in poly cystic ovarian syndrome in human subjects… gives an overview of complex subject with results in reduction of weight, hirsutism, regularization of menses, increase in ovulation, significant decrease in serum insulin level and decrease in ovarian volume with good pregnancy rates....

We have original research work by team of Jamnagar. They have done study of usage of bold component in OBS emergencies. Ectopic pregnancy – a nightmare for any obstetrician- we have a three year survey done at tertiary center at Shimoga (Karnataka).
We have very good original research on--. Maternal risk factor and perinatal mortality and Uterine Artery Diastolic Notch as a predictor in PIH.
It’s our pride that we have one paper by Dr. Vinit Misra HOD in IKDRC at Ahmedabad Gujarat -on new molecule FCM.
Tuberculosis in Infertility is topic of long discussion among infertility specialist – diagnosis of TB (Endo –TB) through menstrual blood is a novel approach!
A case report on Post-Partum Convulsion, Pres or Eclampsia
Good case study on – When fetus commits suicide -done CU shah medical collage surendranagar and-lost IUCD at Adichunchunagi

We try to sieve all articles by expert, peer reviewers to get best of best and new article for readers IJOGR is a one of the best open access journals that publish the most complete and reliable source of information on new development in field of obs and gynaec and provide access online without any restrictions worldwide.

This is our third issue - infant in the world of journals - we want to improve… we welcome suggestions, guidance, corrections form all experts…

Individually we achieve, together we excell…

Regards
Manish Pandya
Editor-in-Chief
Indian Journal of Obstetrics and Gynecology Research(IJOGR)